
USED CLOTHING BUSINESS PLAN

A second-hand clothing business, in many ways, is recession proof. In good times, second hand clothing appeals to
trendy youth, frugal.

This will cost you a little bit of money, obviously, but if you do things properly then you will be surprised at
how much value the staff member brings to the table. No matter how low an item is priced, having clothing in
the store which is tattered may give the store a bad reputation. Now, you may be trundling along, quite
happily, with just the retail of clothing. Read this before you begin your venture. Many clothing stores actually
make the vast majority of their profit by offering services such as ironing and dry cleaning. Look at garage
sales. It makes marketing difficult. The fact that there are different sizes of used cloth shops scattered across
the United States of America does not mean that the used cloths business can thrive in every location. If you
keep a good selection of products in stock and treat your customers well then they will tell their friends and
family about you. She is also a certified respiratory therapist. How to Choose a Location Perhaps one of the
most important decisions that you are going to need to make when opening up a second hand clothes store is
where the shop is actually going to be placed. And that may be true. Local competitors are not going to give
you the time of day, mind you. The company has since expanded to 49 stores across 17 states, currently run by
Block and her daughter, Rebecca. Consignment shops are thrift shops where people bring their used items to
sell and then split the money with the store owner. Stay up on the latest trends. Keep signage that reveals the
markdown process so that it is visible to the clients and they can compare the prices of the products easily.
With the required finance, you could acquire a property or lease a facility to be used for your used cloth
business. Having a well chalked out plan will help you to be successful in the long run. This is because people
usually patronize places where they are guaranteed of getting value for their money. For example, some
second-hand clothing businesses may buy used clothing upfront. The last thing they want to do is help you to
be a better competitor. Then start dialing for advice until you are successful. In addition to this, you are going
to need a cash register, perhaps connected up to a computer system. The last thing you want to do is choose a
location which will regularly be targeted by shoplifters or other people breaking into the property. No matter
how cheap it is. Some shoppers love to search for bargains and vintage items of clothing, which may be found
in a second-hand shop. Rules to Start an Online Thrift Store Starting an online thrift store can be easy and
much more profitable than a traditional store. This is where knowing your customer is important. In that case,
the business owner may be more than happy to discuss the industry with you. Although all second hand stores
will have something for children, but being the only one catering exclusively to the needs of children can be
an advantage. Do you really want to be selling clothing that has been targeted towards people who are trying
to be frugal? Turning Competitors Into Collaborators As part of your due diligence on opening a used clothing
store, it's a wise move to speak with somebody who is already in the business. Run special promotions for
your followers too. The reason why this is important is that if your customers find it difficult to get quality
used goods from your shop, you will definitely have a hard time winning them back once they leave you.
Hence stick to the standards you have set and never compromise on them. Understand Your Niche It is also
important that you actually understand the niche that you operating in. Do You Need Staff?


